
See Julien Branlard's studies outline

Brainstorm on beam studies 
(Carwardine, Chase, Branlard)

Make sure we get a good set of data for 
publishing and documenting what we did

What data do we want?
An 800us, 9mA

Several hours of running with 800us 9mA

Where possible, we want to show scans 
rather than single data points

Data collection would be an on-going activity during the two 
weeks - take time at particular points to stop and take good data

More...

Heavy beam loading studies

Probably the most important study of all!

We're going to run into power limits on 
ACC6/C2 circulator and the klystron 
output power - like we did last time

Fill fast enough that peak power during the fill is 
equivalent to flat-top power to run 9mA

Fill fast enough that during the fill the peak power is 
equivalent to flat-top power to run 9mA. Verify that 
we can get there without tripping the RF system

Adjust power divider between ACC4, ACC5 and ACC6 to 
reduce overall power to ACC6 and hence to Cav2?

Valeri's plan: tune at some current with short 
pulse, extend pulse to maximum, then 
increase current and drop pulse length down

Start with very conservative gradients, get to 9mA

RF overhead studies

Different loaded-Q configurations - how do we get from 
zero current to current and full gradient if we're running 
with the Fermilab tuning scheme?

Crank down the klystron power so we run into 
saturation at normal operating levels

Study the effectiveness of klystron linearization. At what point does 
the linearization algorithm become unstable because of noise and/or 
we get too close to zero slope on the klystron gain curve

Test at different beam power levels and 
with different feedback gains

How much overhead we we recoup from LFD compensation?

Gradient studies

Who could 
write this up?

LLRF feedback, stability

Crank up the gain as high as possible (100?)

"We probably won't get to 9mA 
if we have a gain of only 30"

How do we set the optimal gains for 
ACC1, ACC23, ACC456?

Goal is to find best setting for minimum 
energy spread over all bunches and pulses - 
to contain the losses

Measure the optimum gain for 
different bunch train lengths 
over many pulses

Run 800us flat-top with 30 bunches @ 40kHz

Set nominal simple power feed-forward - two flat tops

Starting with 'nominal' gains on each unit 
and monitoring VS and energy

Analyze pulse to pulse energy stability for each 
bunch and for the ensemble of bunches

Incrementally walk gain from nominal gain until 
the 'best' energy stability is achieved

Repeat process for ACC456

Follow the same process on ACC1 - 
what parameter do we optimize?

Re-measure the optimum gain at 
different levels of beam loading

RF distribution system loaded-Q studies
Vary loaded-Q with heavy beam loading

Optimize cryomodule loaded Qs with given 
beam current to get maximum vector sum

Get a really nice flat top with energy 
profile the same as vs profile.

Gun phase flatness

General regulation

Calibration of vector sum

"Really nice" means energy profile is flat 
first, then vector sum is also flat

Use low rep rate bunches to 'sample' the flat top

Characterize the energy server

Reducing losses

Can we reduce the energy spread within a bunch 
by 'decompressing' using the bunch compressor?

Optimize machine for minimum energy 
spread within a bunch

Optimize RF systems for minimum energy 
spread bunch to bunch and pulse to pulse
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